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14 December 2015 
 
 
Plan Melbourne Refresh Submissions 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
GPO Box 500 
MELBOURNE   VIC   8002 
planmelbourne@delwp.vic.gov.au 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
RE: SUBMISSION FOR PLAN MELBOURNE REFRESH   
 
I write to make a submission by Waverley Golf Club Ltd. for “Plan Melbourne - 
Refresh”.    
 
Supporting documents included are as follows: 

• Submission cover sheet 
• Submission with full detail 

 
Thank you for your time.  You are most welcome to contact myself directly should 
you require any further detail. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 

Waverley Golf Club Ltd. 
(For and on behalf of the Board of Directors) 
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SUBMISSION BY WAVERLEY GOLF CLUB LTD IN RESPONSE TO  PLAN 
MELBOURNE 

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 
It is recommended that: 

1. 
• Submissions relating to the final position of the UGB be invited four months after 

the initial notification. 
• Information requirements to be addressed in submissions be clearly identified 
• The MPA form an expert Panel to hear submissions and recommend a permanent 

boundary after considering: 
(i) the submissions 
(ii)  the views of local government 
(iii)  the findings and recommendations of the Logical Inclusions Advisory 

Committee, November 2011, 
(iv) relevant submissions to the Plan Melbourne draft 2013, 
(v) the creation of boundaries which minimise conflicting land uses,               

while forming significant natural and man made barriers                                 
where possible,       

(vi) the criteria for reviewing the Urban Growth Boundary include: 
•  Proximity of potential areas for inclusion to a polycentric city, 
• Abutting anomalous uses which could be phased out, 
• Proximity to the Principal Public Transport Network, and 

particularly the Smart Bus Routes, 
• Man made and natural barriers which achieve separation of 

incompatible land uses at the UGB, 
• Connectivity of linear parks and trails, 
• Creation of local jobs and support of activity centres experiencing 

declining population, 
• Capacity of local infrastructure, 
• Minimisation of potential fire risks caused by grasslands abutting 

residential development, 
• The 20 minute neighbourhood, and 
• The capacity to achieve targets in relation to affordable, social and 

diverse housing. 
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2. The MPA be required to assess the viability of sufficient land being available 
within the UGB to meet the target levels of development, the distribution of available 
land and the impacts on affordability, and report it’s findings to Parliament. 

                         
3. The MPA be required to prepare a strategy, incorporating suitable incentives and 
other actions as deemed necessary, to achieve significant development of the 
polycentric city concept by 2030. 

 
   4. The MPA be charged with preparing recommended standards relating to 
diversity, and for levels of affordable and social housing, together with a strategy for 
achieving the adopted targets. 
 
    5. The MPA be required to prepare a comprehensive strategy, in consultation with 
local government and the private sector, for the achievement of the population targets 
defined in Plan Melbourne 2013 for consideration by the Minister/Government. 
 
    6. The Principal Public Transport Network and 2030 Smart Bus Network be 
included in Plan Melbourne 2016. 
    . 
    7. Consideration be given to a requirement to provide suitable physical separation 
between residential development and abutting grasslands and treed areas prone to 
bushfires. 
 
    8. Specific attention be given to the creation of passive open space reserves and 
linear parks along waterways and powerline easements. 
 

BACKGROUND 

In 2013, Waverley Golf Club indicated it “is very interested in land use planning in 
Melbourne because the Club’s course has reached a stage where it cannot be 
developed further and the Club needs to consider options for its future if it is to 
survive in the medium term.” In 2015 the only change from the Club’s viewpoint is 
that it is considering its options to survive in the short term. 

The Club’s submission takes two key approaches. The first is to consider Plan 
Melbourne Refresh from a land use and community viewpoint. The second is to 
outline the case for allowing development of the Waverley Golf Club site. 

It is accepted some will say the Club’s submission is about self interest. To a degree 
this is acknowledged, but to dismiss it as only self interest would be simplistic. 
Development of the Club’s land offers significant community benefits while the 
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failure of the Club and sale of its various land holdings would close important future 
options for the community.  

Waverley Golf Club prides itself on being a good corporate citizen and an important 
part of the local community. It is the home of the Victorian Junior Masters which has 
been won by several Australians playing on international circuits and is the base of 
the golfing segment of the very successful Rowville Secondary College Sporting 
Academy Program. 

     
PLAN MELBOURNE REFRESH 

URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY 

Plan Melbourne Refresh contains mixed messages regarding the Urban Growth 
Boundary (UGB). As the UGB was introduced as part of Melbourne 2030 among 
wide ranging initiatives, consultation on the UGB was part of the broad process. In 
reality, most of the UGB reflected the existing boundary of urban development, 
outside of the growth councils, without a thorough assessment of local situations. In 
most locations it appeared to be rational, but in some it was, and remains, very 
debateable.  

The Logical Inclusions process introduced in 2011 had the potential to consider 
anomalies, but within the City of Knox was ineffective. It is understood the council 
sought additional time to make its submission because extensive information was 
required and the Council felt additional time was needed to fulfil the requirements to 
the appropriate standard. It is also understood that Council believed additional time 
would be allowed only to find this was not the case in the last week of the submission 
period. It is unclear if similar situations existed in other local governments. 

As such some anomalous situations remain and continue to expose the limitations of 
the failure to review the boundary in detail since its introduction. The importance of 
achieving an Urban Growth boundary which is widely respected cannot be 
overemphasised if it is to stand the test of time. 

The key is the quality of the process for determining its final position. The processes 
used to date have fallen short of in depth examinations of the best boundary, and will 
continue to be challenged.  

When local government was restructured in the mid 1990’s boundaries reflecting 
significant natural and man made barriers were selected. Generally, planners have 
avoided multiple land uses mid block where the uses lack compatibility on the basis 
of good planning practice, but the urban Growth Boundary is an exception. 
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At the time of the release of Melbourne 2030 it was indicated five year reviews would 
be undertaken. These reviews were not undertaken meaning there has never been a 
detailed assessment of the merits or otherwise of the UGB at every local level. 

The quote “When we are free to choose our actions, we are not free to choose the 
consequences of our actions” has been attributed to Stephen R. Covey, educator, 
businessman and author of The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People. If our action 
is one of inaction we must at a minimum attempt to understand the consequences of 
this inaction 

The Club believes the UGB should be made permanent, but before being made 
permanent its final position should be considered with the same depth as any major 
planning policy. Submissions should be invited and an appropriate panel and process 
created to consider all relevant issues and provide advice to the Minister/Government.  

Unless a balanced process is adopted debate will continue together with the 
consequences of the inaction.  

It has been suggested that there is sufficient land within the existing Urban Growth 
boundary to meet the needs for an extended period of time. This is a fundamental 
issue to Plan Melbourne Refresh and the statement must be substantiated as being 
accurate and in a form which is viable to achieve the stated 70/30 ratio of new 

RECOMMENDATION 
That: 
• Submissions relating to the final position of the UGB be invited within four 

months after the initial notification. 
• Information requirements to be addressed in submissions be clearly 

identified 
• The MPA form an expert Panel to hear submissions and recommend a 

permanent boundary after considering: 
(i) the submissions 
(ii) the views of local government 
(iii) the findings and recommendations of the Logical Inclusions 

Advisory Committee, November 2011, 
(iv) relevant submissions to the Plan Melbourne draft 2013, and 
(v) the creation of boundaries which minimise conflicting land uses, 

while forming significant natural and man made where possible 
barriers 
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dwellings. Questions which need to be addressed if this statement is to be accepted 
include: 

• What average density of development is assumed? 
• Is the availability of sites reasonably evenly spread? 
• What is the impact on land prices (and consequent impact on affordability) in 

areas where sites are limited? 
• What are the views of local governments 
• The best way of addressing this issue is to require the MPA to assess the 

situation and report to Parliament so that the conclusions are public and 
subjected to debate. 

 

Regardless of the answers to these questions the importance of a quality process for 
fixing the final UGB and addressing obvious anomalies is apparent. It is likely that 
such a process will lead to small changes, but importantly will create a boundary that 
deserves widespread support. 

Issues which should be considered when reviewing the Urban Growth Boundary 
include: 

• Proximity of potential areas for inclusion to a polycentric city, 
• Abutting anomalous uses which could be phased out, 
• Proximity to the Principal Public Transport Network, and 

particularly the Smart Bus Routes, 
• Man made and natural barriers which achieve separation of 

incompatible land uses at the UGB, 
• Connectivity of linear parks and trails, 
• Creation of local jobs and support of activity centres experiencing 

declining population, 
• Capacity of local infrastructure, 

RECOMMENDATION 
That: 
The MPA be required to assess the viability of sufficient land being available 
within the UGB to meet the target levels of development, the distribution of 
available land and the impacts on affordability, and report it’s findings to 
Parliament. 
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• Minimisation of potential fire risks caused by grasslands abutting 
residential development, 

• The 20 minute neighbourhood, and 
• The capacity to achieve targets in relation to affordable, social and 

diverse housing. 

 

POLYCENTRIC CITY 

The concept of a polycentric city is strongly supported. It is believed to offer 
significant potential benefits from economic, social and environmental viewpoints 
while also leading to the more effective use of infrastructure. History suggests that 
achieving this goal will need substantial Government intervention. It is questioned if 
the proposed clearer “communication of the supporting rationale and planning and 
development principles of a polycentric city” alone will be adequate to advance this 
goal to the degree that is desirable. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
That: 
The criteria for reviewing the Urban Growth Boundary include: 

• Proximity of potential areas for inclusion to a polycentric 
city, 

• Abutting anomalous uses which could be phased out, 
• Proximity to the Principal Public Transport Network, and 

particularly the Smart Bus Routes, 
• Man made and natural barriers which achieve separation 

of incompatible land uses at the UGB, 
• Connectivity of linear parks and trails, 
• Creation of local jobs and support of activity centres 

experiencing declining population, 
• Capacity of local infrastructure, 
• Minimisation of potential fire risks caused by grasslands 

abutting residential development, 
• The 20 minute neighbourhood, and 
• The capacity to achieve targets in relation to affordable, 

social and diverse housing. 
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HOUSING DIVERSITY 

Plan Melbourne Refresh sets out important goals in relation to housing diversity, 
affordable housing and social housing. Like the polycentric city concept these 
initiatives will benefit from clearly defined strategies, incorporating performance 
goals.  

In practice, achieving diversity and affordability of housing together with a suitable 
level of social housing will be easier in green field situations and high rise 
developments, but the needs are far more broadly situated. Again it is suggested 
strong Government intervention will be needed. 

 

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY 

Many factors influence the affordability of dwellings, but one which is at the higher 
end of significance is the balance between supply and demand. This balance will vary 
substantial across Metropolitan Melbourne. Indications there are adequate 
opportunities to increase the number of dwellings within the established areas fail to 
reflect the variability of demand. 

Improving affordability will require an understanding of the local position and the 
input of local governments. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
That: 
The MPA be required to prepare a strategy, incorporating 
suitable incentives and other actions as deemed necessary, to 
achieve significant development of the polycentric city concept 
by 2030. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That: 
The MPA be charged with preparing recommended standards relating 
to diversity, and for levels of affordable and social housing, together 
with a strategy for achieving the adopted targets. 
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POPULATION GROWTH AND HOUSING 

Plan Melbourne 2013 indicated the need for urban consolidation and more specifically 
the need for establishing population growth targets in each Sub-Region. In contrast, 
Plan Melbourne Refresh seems to recognise the value of these population targets, but 
shy away from clear actions to achieve the targets. The message is both confusing and 
disappointing.  

The paragraphs relating to these targets are beset by reflections of the difficulties 
faced in achieving the targets. What is needed are strategies to make these targets 
happen by a defined time. Rather than reflecting experiences elsewhere as difficulties 
the emphasis should be on learning from these experiences and identifying effective 
strategies. Finalising the long term position of the UGB is likely to identify 
opportunities to progress achievement of these targets. 

Increased population in the Sub-Regions is critical and would support: 

• the polycentric city concept, 
• improved housing diversity, 
• achievement of affordable and social housing targets’ 
• better environmental outcomes, 
• more effective use of all forms of public infrastructure, 
• more job opportunities, and 
• community, social and sporting clubs which have experienced population 

decline within their catchments 

Achieving Sub-Regional population targets will require concerted actions by State 
and local government. The task may be challenging, but that is not a reason to avoid 
the task. It needs vision, good communication and unswerving commitment. 

 

PRINCIPLE PUBLIC TRANSPORT NETWORK 

Plan Melbourne should include the Principle Public Transport Network and the 2030 
Smart Bus Network because of the close link between key transport routes and land 

RECOMMENDATION 
That: 
The MPA be required to prepare a comprehensive strategy, in consultation 
with local government and the private sector, for the achievement of the 
population targets defined in Plan Melbourne 2013 for consideration by the 
Minister/Government. 
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uses. These routes are fundamental in defining levels of connectivity and important in 
terms of locating affordable and social housing because of the needs of the occupants 
of these dwellings. 

The importance of various modes of transport is also acknowledged together with the 
need to encourage higher density housing near activity centres and along the Principal 
Public Transport Network.  

 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND RELATED ISSUES 
 
The trend of global warming should be widely recognised. While some may want to 
debate the cause, the reality is that the trend is strong and continuous. Addressing 
climate change to the extent possible in Plan Melbourne Refresh is very sensible. 
 
There are many aspects to responding to global warming. The proposed 70/30 balance 
is a start, but could be increased to 80/20 with suitable foresight. When people are 
living in growth areas over 50 km from the CBD it is essential that significant local 
job creation happens. 
 
In recent years the impact of bushfires in urban areas of Canberra and Sydney has 
been evident. A key element in each case has been the presence of highly flammable 
vegetation near the housing. In Melbourne similar situations occur as the result of 
abutting grassland and treed areas. 
One way of reducing the risks to residential areas is the creation of a strong barrier, 
such as a road reserve. While it will be difficult to achieve a suitable separation in all 
cases barriers should be created where opportunities arise. 

 

 
 
 

That: 
The Principal Public Transport Network and 2030 Smart Bus Network be 
included in Plan Melbourne 2016. 

That: 
Consideration be given to a requirement to provide suitable physical 
separation between residential development and abutting grasslands and 
treed areas prone to bushfires. 
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OPEN SPACE AND LINEAR TRAILS 
 
The importance of quality local public places and spaces is acknowledged. Melbourne 
has a substantial need for sporting ovals and grounds, particularly in growth areas, but 
it would be short sighted to think that the needs for passive recreation and trails is low 
in comparison. Waterways and the easements associated with overhead major 
powerlines provide an excellent opportunity to create linear parks with pedestrian, 
cycling and where suitable horse riding paths and trails. 

 
 

THE POLICE RD TRIANGLE 
 
The Police Rd Triangle is bounded by Stud Rd, Bergins Rd and the extension of 
Police Rd. Part of the area has been residential for many years, part was a caravan 
park which was incorporated in the UGB in 2002 and the remainder is outside of the 
UGB. (Refer Fig 1. on the following page) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

That: 
Specific attention be given to the creation of passive open space reserves 
and linear parks along waterways and powerline easements. 
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FIGURE # 1 – REQUIRED UGB AMENDMENT
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This land triangle is around 70 hectares between residential development, the natural 
barrier of the largely undeveloped Police Paddocks Reserve and, the Rowville 
Recreational Reserve. 
 
The area outside of the UGB contains a mix of uses. The largest area is occupied by 
Waverley Golf Club (WGC). Uses of the other land include Places of Assembly, a 
nursery, sub-station and residential dwellings. Long established dog boarding kennels 
are located at the corner of Bergins Rd and Churchill Park Drive in close proximity to 
residential development. 

 
The WGC site has an area of 50.04 hectares and is Special Use Zone pursuant to 
schedule 1. The course was created in the 1960’s and because of constraints relating 
to the limited site area, power lines and related easements, and abutting residential 
land uses, cannot be modernised further. In effect, the course has reached an optimum 
state of development, but continues to be inadequate for modern golf club 
requirements. 

The northern boundary of the course is the current Urban Growth Boundary. There 
was a strong case for the UGB being set at Police Road when the UGB was first 
established as proposed by Knox City Council, but the final decision excluded the 
course and other existing land uses fronting Stud Road and Police Road.  

The Club welcomes the release of Plan Melbourne Refresh and the opportunity to 
comment. It is generally seen as a logical approach to metropolitan planning and 
addressing the limitations of the current land use provisions, but it should also be seen  
an opportunity to address anomalous decisions of the past and advance several key 
elements of Plan Melbourne Refresh. 

While this is not the time to set out the case for inclusion of this area in the UGB in 
detail it is appropriate to highlight some of the consequences of including, or 
continuing to exclude, this area from the UGB.  Continued over the page… 
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ISSUE CONSQUENCE OF 
INCLUSION 

CONSQUENCE OF 
EXCLUSION 

Housing diversity, 
affordable and social 
housing 

All requirements can be 
met in a location well 
abutting the Principal 
Public Transport 
Network. Minimal impact 
on neighbouring 
residential uses because 
of Bergins Rd location. 

Approx. 600 dwelling 
units. 

No impact, other than loss 
of opportunity 

20 minute neighbourhood Within 20 minute walking 
distance of Stud Park and 
Wellington Rd shopping 
centres. Smart buses 
along Stud Rd.  The 
attached diagrams show 
the 20 minute walking 
and car transport facilities 
and services. Refer 
Figures 2 & 3 (over page)  

No issue, other than loss 
of opportunity 

Replacement of non- 
conforming and 
anomalous uses 

High likelihood the dog 
kennels will be replaced 
by residential 
development in the short 
term 

High likelihood the dog 
kennel use will be 
entrenched because use 
options will be limited by 
planning zone and 
controls. 

Impact of local 
infrastructure 

Can be accommodated 
without change as new 
residents would basically 
replace reduction of local 
population over recent 
decades 

No impact – continued 
underutilisation of some 
infrastructure. 

Support of polycentric 
city 

5 minutes to Dandenong 
Activity Centre 

No Impact 
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Open Space and linear 
parks 

Would result in the 174 
metre easement in being 
public ownership and 
control, plus standard 
unencumbered open space 

Likely to result in the sale 
of the WGC titles to 
various private owners, 
significantly reducing the 
potential of public access 
within the easement. 

Environmental impacts Previous work has shown 
most of the original 
indigenous vegetation was 
destroyed by past farming 
activities and golfing 
activity 

Depends on future use of 
land. Potentially little 
impact or benefit. 

 

Potential negative impacts from inclusion of this triangle of land in the UGB are 
likely to centre on traffic along Bergins Rd. This can be addressed in ways which 
resolve existing concerns to create a nett benefit to local residents, such as the 
construction of the extension of Police Rd. A further benefit from constructing this 
road would be the creation of a physical barrier between the residential area, and the 
treed Police Paddocks Reserve, thereby reducing the bushfire risk. 

Other key elements of Plan Melbourne Refresh are supported. It is acknowledged that 
similar outcomes may occur from development in many other locations. 

The dog kennel location is unfortunate from a planning viewpoint. Replacing this 
non- conforming use with one compatible with the neighbouring residential area 
would be a better planning outcome. Do nothing, and the likely consequences are 
entrenching the non-conforming use. 

Open space for all forms of recreation is highly valued. The potential of a linear 
park/bike trails along the easement should be maintained. The trail could run from 
Stud Rd to Narre Warren with few constraints, and be extended if suitable 
arrangements could be achieved in the few controlling locations. Continued over the 
page... 
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FIGURE 2 – 20 MINUTE NEIGHBOURHOOD
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20 MINUTE NEIGHBOURHOOD  
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FIGURE 3 – PUBLIC TRANSPORT & BIKE PATH NETWORKS

 
 
CONCLUSION 
Plan Melbourne Refresh makes a significant contribution to Metropolitan Planning. 
The concepts of the polycentric city, housing diversity, 20 minute neighbourhoods 
and the strong links between transport and land use are applauded.
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makes a significant contribution to Metropolitan Planning. 
The concepts of the polycentric city, housing diversity, 20 minute neighbourhoods 
and the strong links between transport and land use are applauded. 
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT & BIKE PATH NETWORKS  

 

makes a significant contribution to Metropolitan Planning. 
The concepts of the polycentric city, housing diversity, 20 minute neighbourhoods 
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In contrast the mixed messages as to whether a quality process will be introduced for 
determining the final position of the Urban Growth boundary is confusing. As the 
centre piece of Plan Melbourne Refresh it is essential that the best boundary be 
established and adopted. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




